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‘μ¥¤¨´¥´¨¥ NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 ¶·¨´ ¤²¥¦¨É ¸¥³Ó¥ ¤¤¨É¨¢´ÒÌ ±μ³¶²¥±¸μ¢ 1:1 ³¥É ²²μ¢μ¤μ·μ¤´ÒÌ Ëμ¸Ë Éμ¢ ¸ Ëμ¸Ëμ·´μ° ±¨¸²μÉμ°, μ¶¨¸Ò¢ ¥³ÒÌ μ¡Ð¥° Ëμ·³Ê²μ°
MH3 PO4 • H2 PO4 , £¤¥ M = Na, K, Rb, Cs, NH4 ¨ Tl. ‘μ¥¤¨´¥´¨¥ NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 ¶·¥¤¸É ¢²Ö¥É ¨´É¥·¥¸ ¢¢¨¤Ê É·¥Ì³¥·´μ° ¸¥É¨ ¢μ¤μ·μ¤´ÒÌ ¸¢Ö§¥° ³¥¦¤Ê · §´Ò³¨ É¨¶ ³¨ Ëμ¸Ë É´ÒÌ É¥É· Ô¤·μ¢ ¨ ¨μ´ ³¨ ³³μ´¨Ö ¨ ± ± μ¡Ñ¥±É ¤²Ö ¨¸¸²¥¤μ¢ ´¨Ö ¢μ¤μ·μ¤´ÒÌ ³μ¤
É ±¨Ì ¢μ¤μ·μ¤´ÒÌ ¸¢Ö§¥°. ˆ¸¸²¥¤μ¢ ´¨¥ ¸ ¶μ³μÐÓÕ ´¥Ê¶·Ê£μ£μ ´¥±μ£¥·¥´É´μ£μ · ¸¸¥Ö´¨Ö
´¥°É·μ´μ¢ ¶·μ¢¥¤¥´μ ´ NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 ¢ÒÏ¥ (¶·¨ 220 Š) ¨ ´¨¦¥ (¶·¨ 160 ¨ 5 Š) É¥³¶¥· ÉÊ·Ò Ë §μ¢μ£μ ¶¥·¥Ìμ¤ (180 Š). ‡´ Î¥´¨Ö Ô´¥·£¨¨ ¢¨¡· Í¨μ´´ÒÌ ³μ¤ ±¨¸²μÉ´ÒÌ
¢μ¤μ·μ¤μ¢ ¨ ¢μ¤μ·μ¤μ¢ ± É¨μ´μ¢ ³³μ´¨Ö ¶μ²ÊÎ¥´Ò ¨§ ¨§³¥·¥´´μ£μ ¸¶¥±É· ´¥Ê¶·Ê£μ£μ
´¥±μ£¥·¥´É´μ£μ · ¸¸¥Ö´¨Ö. ·μ¢¥¤¥´μ ±μ³¶ÓÕÉ¥·´μ¥ ³μ¤¥²¨·μ¢ ´¨¥ ¢¨¡· Í¨μ´´ÒÌ ³μ¤
¤²Ö ´¨§±μÉ¥³¶¥· ÉÊ·´μ° Ë §Ò NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 ¶·¨ 5 Š. ‚ÒÎ¨¸²¥´´Ò¥ ¸ ÊÎ¥Éμ³ ËÊ´±Í¨¨
· §·¥Ï¥´¨Ö ¸¶¥±É·μ³¥É· IN1 BeF ´¥±μ£¥·¥´É´Ò° ¤¨´ ³¨Î¥¸±¨° ¸É·Ê±ÉÊ·´Ò° Ë ±Éμ· ¨
¶ ·Í¨ ²Ó´Ò¥ ¢±² ¤Ò ¤²Ö ¢¸¥Ì ¢μ¤μ·μ¤μ¢ ¢ ¨´É¥´¸¨¢´μ¸ÉÓ ¸¶¥±É· ´¥Ê¶·Ê£μ£μ ´¥±μ£¥·¥´É´μ£μ · ¸¸¥Ö´¨Ö ´¥°É·μ´μ¢ ¤ ÕÉ ¢μ§³μ¦´μ¸ÉÓ ¶·μ¢¥¸É¨ ¨¤¥´É¨Ë¨± Í¨Õ ¢¨¡· Í¨μ´´ÒÌ
³μ¤ μÉ ±¨¸²μÉ´ÒÌ ¢μ¤μ·μ¤μ¢ ¨ ¢μ¤μ·μ¤μ¢ ± É¨μ´μ¢ ³³μ´¨Ö.
 ¡μÉ ¢Ò¶μ²´¥´ ¢ ‹ ¡μ· Éμ·¨¨ ´¥°É·μ´´μ° Ë¨§¨±¨ ¨³. ˆ. Œ. ”· ´± ˆŸˆ.
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The NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 belongs to the family of addition 1:1 complexes of metal hydrogen
phosphates with phosphoric acid, described by the general formula MH3 PO4 • H2 PO4 , where
M = Na, K, Rb, Cs, NH4 and Tl. The NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 compound is presented by a threedimensional framework of hydrogen bonds between different types of phosphate tetrahedra
and ammonium ions and is an interesting object for the dynamic studies of such hydrogen
bonds. The inelastic incoherent neutron scattering study is carried out from NH4 H5 (PO4 )2
above (at 220 K) and below (at 160 and 5 K) the temperature of the phase transition (180 K).
The energies of vibrational modes of acid hydrogens and hydrogens of ammonium cations are
obtained from the measured inelastic incoherent neutron scattering spectrum. The computer
modeling of vibrational modes for the low temperature phase of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 at 5 K is
carried out. The calculated S(E) incoherent dynamic structural factor with the consideration
of the resolution function of the IN1 BeF spectrometer and the partial contributions of all
hydrogens to the intensity of the inelastic incoherent neutron scattering spectrum give the
possibility for the identiˇcation of the observed modes from acid hydrogens and hydrogens of
ammonium cations.
The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR.
Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 2006

INTRODUCTION
The crystal structure of the ammonium salt, NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 , was ˇrst studied
in [1] where only the structural data were briey discussed without atomic coordinates. A detailed structural study was published in [2], where the results of X-ray
single crystal diffraction study were presented. The authors observed the phase
transition in NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 at 180 K and determined structural data (space group
and lattice parameters) and atomic positions of each phase, the high temperature
phase at 220 K and the low temperature phase at 130 K.
The reˇnements of hydrogen positions in low and high temperature phases of
NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 were fulˇlled in [3] by means of single crystal neutron diffraction
at 80 and 298 K, respectively. The phase transition at 180 K was recognized
as orderÄdisorder. Finally, it was conˇrmed that the high temperature disordered
phase has a monoclinic unit cell with space group (sp. gr.) C2/c, Z = 4
and lattice parameters a = 10.156(4) A, b = 7.554(3) A, c = 9.507(4) A, and
β = 100.7(14)o and the low temperature phase is fully ordered with monoclinic
syngony and space group P 21 /c, Z = 4 and lattice parameters a = 10.040(4) A,
b = 7.628(2) 
A, c = 9.558(3) A, and β = 102.51(4)o .
The high temperature phase consists of NH+
cations and dimeric
4
[H(H2 (PO4 )2 ] anions. The ®acid¯ protons H(1)ÄH(3) occupy sites so that H(1)
and H(2) are in general positions and H(3) atom is ˇxed on a two-fold axis in
a special position, being responsible for a statistical disorder of this atom. The
acid H(1) and H(2) hydrogen atoms are located in a usual asymmetric type of
hydrogen bonds and acid H(3) hydrogen belongs to symmetric centered bonds in
disordering state. The ammonium cation has nearly regular tetrahedral geometry
and N atom is situated in an inversion center in the special position 4b, resulting
+
in a disorder of the NH+
4 cation. Hydrogen atoms of NH4 are found to be disordered on ˇve sites with occupation factors 0.5 for H(4) and H(5), and 0.333 for
H(6)ÄH(8).
The transformation of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 from the high temperature phase with
sp. gr. C2/c below 180 K in the low temperature phase with sp. gr. P 21 /c is
accompanied by the disappearance of an inversion center and a two-fold axis with
simultaneous saving of unit cell dimensions. As the result of such a symmetry
change, H(3) atom participates in an asymmetrical H bond and ammonium cation
is completely ordered in the structure of the low temperature phase.
The projection of crystal structure of (NH4 )H5 (PO4 )2 on X0Z plane in the
high temperature phase is presented in Fig. 1(a) and in the low temperature phase
it is presented in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1. The projection on X0Z plane of crystal structure of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 : (a) Å high
temperature phase, (b) Å low temperature phase. The thermal ellipsoids are given with
50% probability, only hydrogen bonds of the type OÄH. . . O are shown by dashed lines
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The purpose of this communication is the presentation of results obtained
during the study of the inuence of the ordering of acid H(3) hydrogen atom and
ammonium ions in the process of phase transition in (NH4 )H5 (PO4 )2 by means
of the inelastic incoherent neutron scattering.

1. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Powder sample of (NH4 )H5 (PO4 )2 is prepared in accordance with the description published in [2, 3]. The measurements of the inelastic incoherent neutron
scattering (IINS) spectra from a powder sample were carried out on the IN1 BeF
neutron spectrometer on the ILL reactor (Grenoble, France) at temperatures 5 and
160 K in the low temperature phase and 220 K in the high temperature phase.
The obtained IINS spectra are presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 , obtained inelastic incoherent neutron scattering (IINS) spectra at
5 K and before and after phase transition at temperatures 160 and 220 K, respectively

It is worth noticing that the change of temperature affects signiˇcantly the
IINS spectra of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 . Firstly, increasing of the temperature from 5 to
160 K is accompanied by decreasing of the IINS intensity from the modes which
could be related to librational motion and to the reorientation of ammonium ions.
Secondly, at 220 K in the disordered high temperature phase the peaks in the IINS
spectrum related to the inelastic incoherent neutron scattering from the modes of
ammonium ions transform into the contribution of quasielastic incoherent neutron
scattering intensity due to ammonium dynamic disorder and broadening related to
the anharmonicity of librational motion of ammonium ions. Then, the presented
peaks in the IINS spectrum of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 at 220 K could be connected with
3

inelastic neutron scattering from modes of acid hydrogen atoms. Modeling calculation of the IINS spectrum from NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 is performed in order to identify
in detail the modes which contribute to the IINS spectrum of the low temperature
phase of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 .

2. COMPUTER MODELING
The vibrational spectra of the NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 low temperature phase are calculated in harmonic approximation for all possible 240 modes without symmetry
limitations. The methods and programs used for the dynamic calculations are
described in the publications devoted to different compounds [4Ä10]. A full
crystal calculation is performed using the ab initio total-energy and molecular
dynamics program VASP (Vienna ab initio simulation program) [5Ä7]. The calculations are performed in reciprocal space, using a maximum k-point spacing
of 0.01 
A−1 . Exchange-correlation effects are handled within the generalized
gradient approximation (GGAÄPBE).
First derivatives in the form of HellmannÄFeyman forces are available for all
atoms in the cell by means of VASP. The force constant matrix is constructed
from single point energy (SPE) calculations by displacing each of the symmetry
inequivalent atoms in positive and negative senses along the Cartesian directions
x, y, z by 0.05 
A. A displacement of this size typically causes a restoring force of
∼ 0.5 eV/
A, ensuring that, generally, the induced forces are signiˇcantly greater
than the numerical noise, while remaining in the regime of linear restoring forces.
Each pair of SPE calculations (positive or negative displacements) enables a
row of the force constant matrix, corresponding to a Cartesian displacement
of one atom, to be determined, each force constant being a central difference
[(F+ ÄF− )/2δ]. Space group symmetry is used to relate the force constants within
the matrix. Convergence of the calculation of force constants is tested as a
function of the plane wave energy cutoff, k-point spacing, and the displacement
size δ. No signiˇcant improvement could be obtained using values different to
those quoted above.
From force constant matrices vibrational frequencies and eigenvectors are
calculated for (NH4 )H5 (PO4 )2 by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix constructed
with the corresponding mass matrix. Inelastic incoherent neutron scattering
spectra, including overtones, combinations (including combinations with lattice
modes) are calculated from the normal modes using the PHONON program [10].
The hydrogen atoms have a huge cross section of incoherent neutron scattering in comparison with that of other atoms. Therefore, common dynamic
structural factor S(Q,E) for (NH4 )H5 (PO4 )2 can be calculated taking into account
only the incoherent scattering cross section from hydrogen atoms. As the result
of averaging over scattering angles, in order to obtain the scattering for powder
4

sample, and integral convolution of S(Q,E) with a resolution function of the IN1
BeF spectrometer, S(E) incoherent dynamic structural factor is obtained. The
comparison of S(E), calculated for low temperature phase of (NH4 )H5 (PO4 )2 ,
and the IINS(E) spectrum, measured at 5 K, is presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The comparison of the IINS(E) spectrum of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 , measured at 5 K, and
S(E) spectrum, calculated for low temperature phase

Partial S(E) spectra for acid hydrogen atoms of dimers H(i) (i = 1,. . . 5) and
partial S(E) spectra for hydrogen atoms of ammonium cation H(i) (i = 6,. . . 9)
are calculated and presented in Fig. 4 (a, b).

Fig. 4. (a) The partial contributions from H(1)ÄH(5) acid hydrogen atoms to common
calculated S(E) spectrum for NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 ; (b) the partial contributions from H(6)ÄH(9)
ammonium hydrogen atoms to common calculated S(E) spectrum for NH4 H5 (PO4 )2
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The comparison of the IINS(E) spectrum of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 at 5 K with the
calculated S(E) spectrum for the low temperature phase (Fig. 3) shows that these
spectra are almost analogous, but the calculated S(E) spectrum has a small shift
to higher energy. The peaks of the S(E) spectrum are formed by scattering from
hydrogen modes which in accordance with the calculations by the PHONON
program [10] have the partial contributions with the largest intensities among
different hydrogen modes (Fig. 4). The choice of the hydrogen modes which
contribute to the S(E) spectrum with maxima intensities is presented in the table
below with corresponding identiˇcation.
Possible assignment for determined vibrational modes in NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 (energy
in meV)
Experiment
IINS, T = 5 K IINS, T = 220 K
33

H mode

Model calculation
Assignment PO4 , NH4 Assignment

35.5
36.7
37.2
39
41.3

H7
H9
H8
H6
H6, H8, H9

49.6, 53.6

H9

55.3
55.4

H7, H8
H6

45.2

44.4

ν2 ÄPO4

62

ν4 ÄPO4

120.3

ν1 ÄPO4

134

ν3 ÄPO4

53.3

60.8
90.5
95.6
101.9

93.9

110
118
131.6
137.6

104.5
106, 108
110
119, 123.5, 128
131
131.8
137.6
141
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H1
H2
H5
H1
H3
H1
H4
H3

152.5
156
159.2

152.6
153
157
158.2
159.6
160
172.6
173

H2
H1
H2
H5
H4
H3
H7, H8, H9
H6

180.4
180.7
181
181.4

H9
H7
H8
H6

205.6
206
209.5
210

H7, H8, H9
H6
H7, H8, H9
H6

230, 235

H3

267.6, 278.7

H4

310.4, 316.5, 320.9
340, 352.6
355.8, 366.6
368

H1
H5
H2
H7

402, 402.8

H6

417

H8

179 ν4 ÄNH4

178.3

205 ν2 ÄNH4

214.4
217
247
248
251.2
297.4
302
320.2

395 ν1 ÄNH4
412 ν3 ÄNH4

Thus, the modeling calculation of the vibrational spectrum of the low temperature phase of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 shows the positions of acid hydrogen atoms and
hydrogen atoms of ammonium cation. The disappearance in the IINS(E) spectrum
of contributions from hydrogen modes of ammonium cations conˇrms the result
of the determination of crystal structure of NH4 H5 (PO4 )2 obtained by X-ray and
neutron single crystal diffraction [2, 3] and the nature of the phase transition in
this substance to be an orderÄdisorder transition.
7
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